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It is well known and easy that if C is a small category with filtered 
components, then the functor colim c :Ab c -» Ab is exact. The converse 
was conjectured and proved in a special case by Oberst [4]. A necessary 
and sufficient condition for exactness of colimc was given by Isbell in [2], 
who used the condition to show that Oberst's conjecture is true when C 
is a monoid. We show that the conjecture is false in general. Proofs will 
only be sketched here, full details to appear elsewhere. 

1. Afflnization. If A and B are objects of C, then A maps to B if C(A, B) 
is nonempty. If a{ is a family of C(A, B), then ft filters the family if /to^ is 
independent of i. A category C is filtered if every pair (and hence every 
finite family) of objects map to a common object, and every pair (and 
hence every finite family) of morphisms with common domain and 
codomain are filtered. 

The additivization of C is the category ZC with the same objects, where 
ZC(A, B) is the free abelian group on C(A, B). The ajfinization of C is the 
subcategory of ZC of morphisms whose integer coefficients sum to one. 
Note that C c aff C, with equality if and only if C is a preordered set. 

If M G Ab c , then colimc M = ®Ae\c\ M(A)/X where X is the subgroup 
of the numerator generated by elements of the form x — ax with, say, 
xeM(A), aeC(A,B), and hence axeM(B). Note that if £ n^ is a 
morphism of aff C, then 

* - (E niai)x = E ni(x - ai-x)> 

and it follows that if M is considered as an object of Abaff c in the obvious 
way, then colimc M = colimaff c M. This yields easily the "if' part of the 
following theorem, which is close to being a restatement of [2, Theorem 1]. 

THEOREM 1. Colimc is exact if and only if the components of aff C are 
filtered. 

The converse is an application of the "several object" version of ring 
theory [3]. We express the colimit - a s colimc M = AZ ® z c M where 
AZ is the constant functor at Z over Cop. Then exactness of colimc is 
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equivalent to flatness of AZ, which in turn is equivalent to purity of 

0 -> K -+ ® ZC{ , B)±^ AZ -> 0 
Be|c | 

where s sums coefficients. Using P. M. Cohn's equational characterization 
of purity and the following obvious lemma, the other part of Theorem 1 
is only a couple of easy steps away. 

LEMMA 1. Pairs of morphisms in aff C can be filtered in aff C if and only 
if finite families of morphisms in C can be filtered in aff C. 

THEOREM 2. If colimc is exact, then any pair a, ae with e an endomorphism 
can be filtered. 

One need only observe that the proof given in [2] for C a monoid never 
uses the fact that a is an endomorphism. The proof can also be reduced 
from two cases to one using the neater formulation of Theorem 1. 

A weak terminal object of a category is an object to which all objects 
map. 

COROLLARY 1. If colimc is exact, and if all components of C have weak 
terminal objects, then the components of C are filtered. 

This has also been observed by W. Spears [5]. 
A one way category (called a delta in [3]) is a category whose only 

endomorphisms are identities. Every category C has a one way reflection 
C, namely, the quotient category obtained by identifying all endo
morphisms to identities. If colimc is exact, then colimc is exact (true, more 
generally, for any quotient category). 

COROLLARY 2. If colimc is exact, and if two morphisms of C can be 
filtered in C, then they can be filtered in C. 

2. The counterexample. It follows from Corollary 2 that if there is a 
counterexample to Oberst's conjecture, then there is a one way counter
example. Furthermore it cannot have a weak terminal object by Corollary 
1, and it cannot be a preordered set by Theorem 1. A candidate arising in 
nature is the category Aface (which we shall denote simply by A) of order 
preserving injections of finite totally ordered sets. This category is as far 
from being filtered as possible: if two morphisms are filtered, then they are 
equal. 

THEOREM 3. aff A is filtered. 

Let [«] denote {0,1, ... ,n} with the natural order. Let FL(ri) be the 
2n+1 — 1 element set of all sequences (including the empty one) of at 
most n plus and minus signs. Ii(n) is totally ordered by extending all 
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sequences to length n with O's, ordering lexicographically with the conven
tion — < 0 < 4-, and then deleting the O's. Ii(n) also has an obvious 
partial order, namely, one sequence is greater than another if it extends it. 
If £ is any subset of Il(rc), an error for £ is an element a e 11(H) such that £ 
meets the set E(a) of (not necessarily proper) extensions of <T, but does not 
meet every maximal chain in E(o). The set £ is correct if it has no error. 
A hole of a correct set Z is a sequence a such that S meets E(a) but a $ D. 

For each n + 1 element set S c= 11(H), there is exactly one morphism 
# s : M -» n(w) in A with image Z. Set pn — £ ( —l)*1^ summed over all 
« + 1 element correct subsets Z, h being the number of holes of Z. One 
can verify that for each of the n + 1 morphisms ƒ : [n — 1] -> [H] of A, 
we have pnf = fp""1 where i is the inclusion TI(n — 1) c 11(H). It follows 
by induction that pn is affine. Furthermore, if f:[n — fe] -> [AI], then 
since ƒ factors through all objects between [n — fe] and [A*], we obtain 
Pnf = ipn~k where i is now the inclusion II(H — k) c II(H). The theorem 
then follows from Lemma 1. 
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